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A conflicted homosexual lover tries to cope with the remorse of a grand betrayal.
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Title: Seek 
Genre: SHORT FICTION | Music FILM 
Director: Gui Tensol 
Screenplay writer: Gui Tensol 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS: ANA CAROLINA SOUZA, GUI TENSOL, MARIO DI POI 
Producer: Ana Carolina Souza 
Director of Photography: Marcelo Brito Filho 
Editor: Gui Tensol 
Length: 19 min 
Year of Production: 2018 
Country of Production: Brazil 
Production Company: MAFFIA.io
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Talles is a conflicted, damaged soul. He works for his lover, Ricardo, a dedicated port worker. Despite their apparent happiness, though, for reasons even 
Talles can't fully comprehend, he sees himself dragged into an horrendous plot involving international cocaine traffic, two dirty cops and one container key. 
During the attempted assault Ricardo catches them in the act and things get out of hand. While Ricardo dies as a man and resurrects as the queer rap 
superstar Rico Dalasam, Talles stays trapped in the remorse loop, trying to figure out what the f*** he has done, and why one boycottS one's own happiness.
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Gui Tensol is a scriptwriter-director-editor Staff Pick by Vimeo and awarded Top 5 
world filmmaker for his film Kite Fight, front cover of The New York Times. He was a 
crew member winner at the Cannes Film Festival with the feature film Linha de 
Passe. He edited and co-directed HP Magic Words, a case winner of 4 Cannes Lions.



"Seek" is an out-of-pocket money/passion project, the result of my personal encounter with the outstanding human being and Brazilian queer rapper Rico Dalasam. 

Born a black and gay child, Rico faced many adversities before becoming a superstar. Inspired by his raw, visceral biography - poetically exposed through the lyrics of 

his song "Seek" (Procure, in Portuguese) - we crafted this cinematic narrative following not Rico’s point of view, but the point of view of Talles, his ex-lover, in an 

attempt to put ourselves on his lover's shoes, using empathy to try to understand why Talles betrayed Ricardo, sabotaging his/their own happiness. In the end, we 

think of "Seek" as a complex, nuanced short fiction based on real events, and our humble goal is to raise world's awareness towards homoaffective relations, gender 

and race discussions in our post-globalised society, and the relevance of Capital on human relationships. Brazil is the country where most LGBT people is murdered in 

the world nowadays, we are facing a dangerous fascist menace, and we believe that only by casting light over the subject we can try to healthily deal with it.
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LEAD ACTORS: TALLES PAZ, RICO DALASAM  

SUPPORTING ACTORS: MARCO MARFIA, CASSIUS GETÚLIO 

SPECIAL GUEST: ROBERTA MARTINELLI 
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THANK YOU!
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